Unplanned Pregnancy ?
You Have Choices!
Adoption Choices of New York is
a local, private, not-for-profit adoption
agency licensed in the State of New
York. We are leaders in the adoption
community with a genuine
commitment to a sensitive,
comprehensive, and supportive
experience for all involved in the
adoption process.

We are here to help !
Contact us 24/7
1 Marcus Blvd., Suite 100
Albany, New York 12205
800-505-8592
(518) 478-8420

Why Choose Adoption?
• An unplanned pregnancy can leave you feeling
confused and scared.
• You are young and not ready to be a mother.
• You have plans for college and a career.
• The baby’s father refuses to take
responsibility.
• Your family is upset and unsupportive.
• You are not ready.
Creating an adoption plan can be a positive and
loving experience for all concerned as long as
the decision is your own and not due to the
influence of others.

An unplanned teen pregnancy can be a
difficult situation to face. Our goal is to help
you understand all of your options.
If you choose to make an adoption plan for
your baby, we offer a full range of services to
help you throughout your pregnancy, the
hospital experience, and the weeks and
months that follow.
There is never a charge to you.

Our Adoption Process:

Why is Adoption a Good Choice for Teenage Pregnancy?

1. Contact Adoption Choices of New York at:
800-505-8592 or (518) 478-8420
2. Complete intake with agency caseworker
3. Obtain confirmation of pregnancy
4. Review profiles of potential Adoptive Families
provided by agency caseworker
5. Select an Adoptive Family
6. Match with Adoptive Family
7. Match meeting with Adoptive Family
8. Ongoing counseling, assistance with
transportation, and financial assistance as needed
throughout pregnancy
9. Referral to independent legal counsel
10. Create a hospital plan with agency caseworker
11. Determine level of openness for adoption
12. Deliver baby
13. Signing legal documents with attorney and
agency caseworker
14. Post-placement counseling

If you are a pregnant teenager and you’re considering the idea of adoption, know
that our agency, will help you understand how your beautiful choice of adoption may
be a good option for you and your baby. Adoption might allow your child a chance at
a better life and great opportunities than you may be able to provide at this time in
your life, and that’s okay! Placing your child up for adoption as a teen mother might
enable you to finish certain life goals, like graduate high school, attend college if you
wish in the future, and become a parent later in life if you want.
Choosing adoption as a pregnant teenager may seem scary but know, that you will
have the support of your parents or a trusted adult, like your adoption caseworker.
In addition, adoption provides you with many positive experiences, like sharing your
story, still knowing and forming a close bond with your child, and many other
positive benefits, along the way. No matter what road in life you choose, your choice
of adoption is one of selflessness, sacrifice, and love.

www.adoptionchoicesofnewyork.org

How do I tell my parents that I’m pregnant?
Dealing with an unplanned pregnancy at any age can be scary. Being a teenager still living under your parent’s roof adds a new level of
challenge to the game. Telling your parents that you’re pregnant is one of those things that every girl fears the most. You hope you never have
to have that conversation, but sometimes, life happens. Although the number of teenage pregnancies in the U.S. has decreased in the last
decade or so, the American sexual education system isn’t perfect, and accidents happen. If you’re not ready to tell your parents, our
professional and compassionate staff are here for you 24/7.
Although we are an adoption agency, we will never pressure you into choosing adoption. We offer 100% confidentiality and never pressure
you, judge your choices, nor discriminate. We’ll help you understand all of your options and some helpful ways to approach breaking the
news to your parents. An unplanned pregnancy as a teenager is scary, but we promise it’ll all work out, and you don’t have to do it alone.
If you’re too scared to tell your parents, practice telling someone else, you trust first. Writing a letter, practicing what you’ll say in the mirror,
and having someone supportive with you can also help. Even if you’re close with your parents and usually talk to them about everything,
revealing an unplanned pregnancy can feel like a whole different ball game. It’s okay to be scared, and it’s okay to feel whatever it is you’re
feeling. Just remember, you are not alone. Help and support is just one call or text away

How do I tell the baby’s father that I’m pregnant?
When you first learned you were pregnant, you probably felt shocked, scared, and overwhelmed. After some time processing your own
emotions and reactions, one of your biggest concerns might be telling the baby’s father. There is no doubt that will be a hard conversation –
especially as a teen; these three tips can help this conversation go more smoothly.
Pick the right time and place. Set aside the time to have a full conversation, in a private setting, in person. If you’re scared about his reaction,
having a trusted close friend (or parent), there might help. Avoid telling him in public, by text or by social media.
Be honest and direct. Hints or subtlety do not work well for important conversations like this.
Give him time and space. Remember how hard this information was when you first learned it. It will likely take him some time to work through
this huge news as well.
Pregnancy is an adult situation that requires an adult response. That can be very challenging if you aren’t an adult yet! But telling the baby’s
father & doing it in a mature way gives you the best chance for a positive outcome.

www.adoptionchoicesofnewyork.org

